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Exposing a rip-off racket
p. 5

Weekend
April 19, 1074

Maine

Campus
Why are these neople smilino?
Well, it isn't every day that two
people are elected to the top spots
in student government with a
student turnout of over 30 per cent.
Rumor has it that it happens only
once every five years. See page 2
for complete election details and
comments by Senate Presidentelect Jeanne Bailey and her right
hand man Mark Hopkins
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Super-11 council trying
diversion of UMO tuition

•

by Jeff Beebe

-r
A sister from Pi Beta Phi
Sorority shares a confidential
word with a youngster at the
Levinson Center, an institution for
retarded children in Bangor

Members of Alpha Tau Omega
and Pi Beta Phi visited last
Saturday to entertain the children.
See story on page 9.
Ward Photo

Bailey and Hopkins ticket
elected by a wide margin

Informed sources high in UMO's
administration are worried that additional
monies paid by students here for an
expected tuition increase next September
will not be channeled back into new
programs on this campus.
A source close to President Howard
Neville, who asked not to be identified,
estimated that if policy recommendations
by the Administrative Council and
Chancellor Donald McNeil are implemented by the Board of Trustees. UMO
students will see "only one out of every
three dollars they spend (in extra tuition)
returned to the Orono campus."
The source told The Campus late
Thursday "The Administrative Council (at
last week's meeting) argued that the
tuition monies be pooled for the entire
Super-U, and then expended according to a
majority recommendation of the council for
programs on any campus."

trz

well-conducted campaign by all the
by Jinn y Worthington
candidates, raising a number of
- controversial issues, good visibility of the
In the Student Senate election
government in the past year, and a greater
Wednesday, which saw a 30 per cent
overall interest in the many activities and
student voter turnout, the largest in five
years. Jeanne Bailey and Mark Hopkins
programs the student government is
were elected as president and vice
involved in."
president of the senate by a 2-1 margin.
Ted O'Meara. who will also turn over his
With 2.627 students voting. Bailey and
responsibilities as vice president next
Hopkins view the easy victory. "not as a
Tuesday night. was equally excited about
mandate to do whatever we please." but
the turnout. According to O'Meara the
"as an indication of what is to come...more
large turnout was due to. "The candidates
student input and concern through already
getting out more...and that people have
existing channels."
been made a lot more aware of Student
In the final Bailey and Hopkins polled
Govern
ment this year through the issues
1.048 and 1.082 votes. respectiiely. Their
that have come up." He adds. "I think the
closest contender.. Rick Romano% and Ray
fact that Jeanne and Mark won, and won
Totaro, on a . ticket together ended with a
cal
alCasT1CheilllingiV
th..!
rfles
f;80 and 638 total. Bernie Haiti' placed third
people
do feel satisfied with the way
in his bid for the presidency with 501 votes.
Student Government has been operating.••
Bill Den ley received 400 and 403 were cast
for
vice
presidential
running-mate.
According to Hopkins a number of
Howard King. Carl Pease. an independent
reasons precipitated the turnout. "A lot of
candidate fore vice president. tallied 311
interest was generated in this race—from
votes. and King Kzu finished off the
the candidates themselves and the issues
election with 103 soles of support.
involved. I think maybe the message has
The large voter turnout was a surprise to
gotten across to students that their vote
many, especially to members of the
can count." He added that his large victory
senate. Several polls ran out of ballots only
was "partially an indication of approval.
an hour and a half after they opened. But to
but also an indication that things should
all concerned, the turnout was a significant
not remain static...Jeanne and I will have
measure of grossing student concern.
to work harder to win the support of those
Tim Keating. v. ho will turn over his
who did not vote for us."
responsibilites as Student Government
Bailey agreed with her running-mate
President at next Tuesday's Senate
and added that another important reason
meeting. was extremely happy with the
for large student turnout was that
turnout. •• Mv feeling is that this turnout is
•liit- to a number
‘‘f fa,-tors: a
• Winners • SC pAkt•

Maine called crucial area
for homosexual movement

•

Describing homosexuality as the "Crime
too heinous to be mentioned by the
parents of today's south." Dr. Howard J.
Brown. founder of the National Gay Task
Force, issued a plea Wednesday night to
today's generation to join the fight against
homosexual discrimination.
Speaking in Lengyel Gymnasium. Brown
received a standing ovation from the 50
people who attended the DLS program. He
addressed the group for 90 minutes in a
session dominated by a question and
answer period.
New York's first Health Services
Adminstrator, appointed by then Mayor
John Lindsay. defined Maine as a "crucial
area" in the homosexual movement and
saluted the members of the Wilde-Stein
Club.
"They fight not just for themselves, but for
those on campus. for those coming to UMO
in the future, and for those after them who
will know pride, not shame. My generation
knew only the shame and not the pride."
Brown was selected by Lindsay to fill the
health services post in 1966 and resigned

by Debbie Winsor
his postion in 1%8 rather than face public
disclosure of his homosexualiti. He
publicly admitted his sexual preference in
1973. and the story of his announcement
appeared on he front page of the New
York Times.
"Thanks to the Times. I'm the best
known homosexual in the East." Brown
quipped. "I represent the millions of
homosexuals who fear to speak." He
estimated more than 95 per cent of gays
remain hidden.
"Some opponents of the WS-C fear
UMO will become a mecca for
homosexuals. It will become a mecca for
those of us who believe gays have a right to
be accepted."
The Illinois native who entered medical
school at the age of 19 urged the "straight
leaders of Maine to speak up" for the
rights of homosexuals. "The student body
should show more support, not tolerance,"
Brown added, also stating he wished
•Brown •see page 4

He said Neville argued that "monies
gained from a tuition increase should
remain on the campus that generated it."
The UMO president was travelling
throughout the United States this week
promoting the Second Century Fund before
Alumni groups and could not be reached
for comment. He was expected to return to
Maine late Thursday night.
Nei ilk reportedly wants authority to
plan expenditures of Orono tuition hike
income in areas of program development
on this campus. However, Chancellor
Donald McNeil submitted another proposal
as part of the agenda for the council
meeting which plans expenditures of that
money for undefined programs unrelated
to the Orono campus.
The proposed tuition hike, which was
discussed with no formal action taken at
last weer% meeting at the Chancellor's
Bangor offices, is now estimated in the

•
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• Councils see page 4

Senate approves new code
for defining an organization
by Debbie Rine
Student Government requirements for
recogniz• able organizations have eluded
Student Senate definition all year long,
resulting in time-consuming hassles on
several occasions. In an effort to clarify the
obligations and privileges of recognized
Student Government organizations. the
Student Senate approved a Student
Gr
ii
Oi Ionization Code Tuesday
night. effective next fall.
The Organization Code lists several
basic requirements which must be met if a
group wishes senate approval.
—the organization must be made up
primarily of UMO students:
— names of group officers legally
responsible and accountable for the
group's actions must he submitted:
—the organization must comply with
university rules and regulations, as well as
all federal, state and local laiss,
—all information requested must be
provided on preliminary and final approval
forms:
—a complete list of the organization's
officers must be sent to the Student
Government secretary by the fourth Friday
in September each sear and or when
changes occur;
—if Student Activity monies are received.
the organization must submit a complete
account of expenses to the Student

Dr. Howard Brown, head of the
Gay Alliance Task Force and
former New York City Health
Services Administrator, spoke to a
small gathering at Lengyel Gym

Government Treasurer h%
and
—information on the group
available to the public.

must

h.

If an of these basic obligations are not
continuously sustained, the delinquent
organization receii es an "inactive" status,
ith removal of the rights accorded
approsed organizations, until compliance
is restored.
Organizations requesting recognition
must first secure Senate preliminary
approval granted for one year. Thereafter.
the organization submits a constitution and
presents itself for final approval. All
organizations under final or preliminari
approval — except those rendered inactive
— have the following privileges: the right
to request Student Government funds
according fo Finance Committee guidelines: and the right to select two journals to
be received by the Library. First year's
subscriptions must be paid by the
organization, but upon annual request. the
library will pay for subsequent years.
The Student Senate also passed a
resolution supporting UMOSG (University
of Maine Organization of Student
Government)recommendations concerning
•Senate•see page 4

Wednesday night, calling on
students to show support for
homosexuals rather than just
tolerance.
Ward

•
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Art student proposal
seeks polio changes
A student proposal asking for changes ii
the An Department is being circulated bs
a group of art students, according to
student who wishes to remain anonymous
According to that source. "a large group
of an students have written a proposal
expressing their dissatisfaction with the
education they are receiving from the an
department. Also included in the proposal
are positive recommendations for the
improvement of courses, faculty change,
and departmental policies."
The proposal. which has been in the
making for over five weeks, has received
support from art students.
The proposal was reportedly initiated
due to a lack of enthusiasm on the part of
both students and instructors.
The proposal will be presented earls
next week to President Howard R. Nes ille
Dean of Arts and Sciences Kenneth Allen
Dean of Student Affairs Arthur Kaplan.
Dean of Education Donald Coates. Vice
President of Academic Affairs James
Clark. and Art Department Chairman
Vincent Hartgen.

Keep your ID and
return your books
The lil- r staff reminds students that
all books th.t are currently out on loan are
due back by May 24. and a flat $15 per
book will be charged for all books not
returned. A small effort on the part of
students to locate their books for return
will save the library time and students
money.
Also, students should keep this year's ID
cards, because the library intends to use
the same cards next year by re-validating
them. This will save the cost of about 8.000
cards, as well as the labor involved in
printing them.

I
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FRIDAY SPECIAL'
From 9 a.m. to 12 noon
ALL YOU CAN Be,,A..!
$2.00 per person
FREE COUPON
ONE FREE STRING
Per Person Per day
Expires June 1st 19-4
(Excluding League Pia.

"Bangor Brewer Bow ling Lan,
I
WILSON ST. BREWER
Tr! WO 1-OR

r_.........................."
I "want to look f
prettier" ;
I
# Call your
;Merle Norman:
Studio
.
land arrange your
$
appointment for a
complimentary make-up
demonstration—today'
34 Main St 4
947-4006
Bangor 1
9....0.•-•................................-

30-32 MAIN STREET

WORTH $1
ON ANY
JEANS IN
ANY
FABRIC
Limit one to
Customer
GOOD UNTIL MAY 25
'''',7VkAA.7\,:', N

BLUES FESTIVAL — UMO
oncert Committee presents
nlms and lectures on the blues
.it 3 p.m. in Hauck, and a
oncert featuring five traditional
Ilues artists at 8:15 p.m. in the
Memorial Gym. ID's required
tor students, general admission
53.00. other students and
hildren $1.50.
BASEBALL—Maine
and
Rhode Island. 2:30 p.m. at
1Iumni Field.

FlLM—"Barefoot Contessa
RAM'S HORN—Coffeehouse at 1:30 and 3:30 p.m. in 1 I
Clair and Michaud performing Nutting.
at 9 and 10:15 p.m. Located on
Grove St. 25 cent donation
asked.
MONDAY, APRIL 22
PHOTOGRAPHY — Photography Seminar, conclusion:
bring your camera for a lens kit
at 7 p.m. in the Bangor Room.
ATHLE11CS—Hearings on
University Athletics. at 8 p.m.
in 153 Barrows Hall. Sponsored
by the Ad Hoc Committee on
Fll M—MlIAB movie. "Lady Athlectics of Student GovernSings the Blues." at 7 & &:30 ment.
p.m. in Hauck. 50 cent
CANDIDATES — Memorial
admission.
Union's "Meet the Candidates"
BLUES FESTIVAL—film and series, at 7:30 p.m. in the
talk at 2 p.m. in 110 Little. more Faculty Louge. This week:
music at 8:15 p.m.
James Erwin.

Bill Ferguson. a special student at
• NS IMO =igen I NM II all II
1 I=1 I =I 1 MN 1 MI 2 OM U MO U MO II IOW 1 MI II MN 11
UMO. and Keith Holden. a sophomore
1970
VW
Bus —bodyl
are the winners of two $1,000
excellent, runs well. AM-.
scholarships awarded by the Steve
FM Double foam rn.i_ai
AF'AiCA
Secretarial/Typing Job
Grady Perpetual Memorial Endowment
tress; rocking chair, desk
EUROPE
:Wanted. Summer - pert
ISRAEL
Fund for Creative Writing.
lamp: 14-inch Motorola 8
Travel
discounts
year
time.
I
Each of the 24 entrants in the contest
& W TV. 947-7212
IMP
•• Rachel Karpen
Tel. round Intl Student Travel
submitted three pieces to be judged. I
5.1.75071$03
Knox
LEAD
Center 739 Boylston St.
GUITARIST—I
KOin
Writers were recognized by number.
not name, so judges would not know the
Suite 113 Boston, Tel Seeks paying gig for the
summer in Bangor areal
OVERSEAS
recipients of the scholarships until after
JOBS
— 517 267-1122
with established band •
final decision had been made. explained
Australia.
Europe, S
Have 6 years experience,'
Brooks Hamilton. professor of journaAmerica Africa Students
own equipment. & tran-.
lism at UMO. Other judges were Robert
of all professions and :nterested in no-frills low
spo Mostly into blues-I
Hunting. dept. chairman and professor
occupations 3700 to $3000 cost jet travel to Europe. rock Call
827-75%
of English. and Marshall Stone.
monthly Expenses paid. the Middle Eas inc
Far
managing editor of the Bangor Dails
FOR
SALE
'73!
—
overtime. sightseeing
East. Africa"
News.
Gremlin. Power steering.'
Free
information
Ferguson's winning pieces were
EDUCATIONAL
automatic, low mileage,:
Nada Y Tato. An Exercise in Meter. and • TRANSWORLD
FLIGHTS can help you excellent condition, reasHydra Ridge. Holden was awarded a I RESEARCH CO DEPT J3 find the least expensive
onable price. Call 3264943e
scholarship for his works Exclusive • P 0
Box 603, Corte way to get there Phone us at Alien's Garage. ON:
Engagement. On Muinar Earth. and I Madera CA 94925
toll-free at '800 223-5569 land, Maine
The Climb.
mialinsomsomosieme smemismommmosam7

! CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS

. iii_AisLi
.5.
Our Skill

1

Rhode Island. at I p.m. Alumni SUNDA1, APRIL 21
Field.

CONFERENCE— Child abuse Conference, sponsored by
the Maine Home Economics
Association and the Cooperative
Extension Serivce. From 8:30
SATURDAY, APRIL 29
a.m. to 4 p.m. in Hauck
TENNIS—Maine vs. BowBASEBALL — Maine and
doin. at 1 p.m.

Bill Ferguson
and Keith Holden
win writing contest

Old Town
Furniture

kLWAYS dip

tricl

r ,"

name recognized the
world over

Complete Home
Furnishings Since 1915

Know lelitr

OPEN ALl. DAY SUSIDA
9 til 9
210 STATE ST
BANGOR, ME
TH. 94/€3b"

T r7v
Body Shop

Rice & Tyler Co

827-2188
44 N Main St., Old

Westgate Plaza Bangor
TOWI.

Tei

Center St. Brewer 989-5209
Center St. Old Town 827-557

Specializing in
decorated cakes and
allother bakery products

A

324 North Main St
Old Town
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Glass Replacements
I
also Tune-Ups
Radiator Repairs
Free Estimates
Tel 827-2400
........„
.1

FRESH FISH Live Lobsters
Scallops

i

l

.\N•Afilika

BING'S
Upholster 1161

Company

H i.e

Happy Day
85 Center St Old Town
Tel 827-7500
Complete Furniture
Repairing and Upholstering
FREE Pick-upp Delivery

9411.-aw41.-4111,4111..W'''

Calf(
Flowers

and Gifts

Oysters

Clams

We

deliver to cuIr ms
Tel. 827-2429

a..

•Ail,••sa.

1

and More

WE'VE GOT WHAT YOU I
WANT
I
-JEANS « SHIRTS
-CARPENTER PANTS
-PREWASHED JEANS
-DENIM JACKETS
-KNIT TOPS
-CORDUROY PANTS
-FLANNEL SHIRTS
FEATURING:
LEVIS H1PPERS
LANDLUBBERS
THE GIRLS ARE
WELCOME IN THE GUYS
DEPARTMENT
COME IN TODAY A NEW
We Accept
HUGE ASSORTMENT OF
BaokAmericard •Master Charge
LEVIS HAS JUST ARRIVED
or Uy-A-Ways

0
0

945-33:1

T & K SEAFOODS

L'''''
I

MCKIna vox I

STEREOPHONIC HIGH
FIDELITY
8,
TELEVISION SOLD
ONLY THROUGH
AUTHORIZED DEALERS
•. Vv'nere To Buy It

MILLER DRUG

ilo
BANGOR, MAINE

What's on
FRIDAY, APKIL 19

MEETING
Wilde-Stein
Club meeting at 7 p.m. in the
Coe Lounge.
FILM—"What's Up. Doc?".
it 7 & 9:30 p.m. in Hauck.
sponsored by MUAB. 50 cent
admission.
MEETING — Professional
Employees Advisory Council
meeting at 9 a.m. in the Walker
Room of the Memorial Union.
ALPH—frcc introductory lecp.m. in 120 Little.
ture at

46 Main

St

Orono

NOW ON DISPLA
Top Brand Bikes
• Fuji
• Gitane
• Ginet
• Flandria
• Concord•Phillips•Humber
Open Mon. thru Sat. 8-5: Fri. Nit•'TII 9
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Senate supports UMOSG
on student fee autonomy
• continued from page 2
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Students lined up all over
campus as they did here at Wells
Commons to cast their votes for
Student Senate president and
vice-president. Nearly 30 per cent

of the UMO students turned out at
the polls, the largest amount in
five years. Jeanne Bailey and
Mark Hopkins won the election by
a 2-1 margin.
Wieland Photo

Winners say large turnout
shows student involvement
•cotatirmed from pais 2
candidates "seemed to go door to door
more than es er before.. Besides, it was a
nice day."
Although the election was not marred by
the disruptions that put last year's election
in impoundment, there were rumors that
presidential candidate Bill Denley was
going to call for an invalidation of the
election. According to his sources. Denies
Argued that this year's system of voting
either by meal ticket or I.D. card enabled
students to vote twice.
Members of the Fair Election Practices
Committee, however, explained that the
mix-up occurred when lists of student
names and addresses were not available
until late Wednesday afternoon due to a

computer breakdow n. Since then, no
official complaint has been issued from any
of the candidates.
Both Bailey and Hopkins expressed their
hope that defeated candidates would
continue their involvement and interest in
student government. Said Bailey. •*1 look
fora ard to seeking their help...1 can't do it
all by myself." Hopkins added. "1 would
hope very much that they keep up their
present level of activity in the senate and
they won't fade into the background."
Although their official terms do not
begin until Tuesday. the electees are busily
preparing themselves for pending confrontations. "Room and board increase is
definitely an issue," said Bailey, "But this
'election gives me a good point of view to.
start with."

Brown urges 'straights'
to defend gay's civil rights
•

lave a
)y Day

'own

ire
;tering
very

4

• continued from page 2
faculty support tor the gay group was
stronger.
"I don't know if I'd feel comfortable
living as a gay in a small Maine town." he
said. Brown claims Greenvi ich Village as
his present home.
The gay activist warned members of the
WS-(.. not to judge the world by the haven
ot a...eptance a university provides. He
characterized the homosexuals' problems
as different from
those of any other
"Ifonit)%exuals usually have to go
it alone. hidden: we don't know others like
us..•
Brown stresses gays will find acceptance
only as more come out publicly. "We must
raise the consciousness of gays—there are
many who don't feel pride in being
homosexual.•*
The Gay Task Force, which functions as
a clearinghouse and coordinator for other
homosexual organizations and as a
homosexual civil rights group, is presently
acting to abolish sodomy laws, gay
discriminatory laws, and is working with
the media "to get them to stop showing
objectionable homosexual stereotypes."
He cited media reaction to the gay
movement in the late 1960's as "mixed".
but applauded the recent "covera
ge
phenomena".
"In. the late 60's when the homosexual
liberation movement ignited I didn't
regard myself as a person oppressed.
though I was. I never dreamed we'd be
actively seeking laws and protection.
"I'm as welcome in City Hall as a
homosexual activist as I was as Health
Commissioner." Brown admitted there are
many older, conservative city councilmen
from Catholic areas who don't support gays
but attested to growing support from
younger local political candidates.
The Task Force is also working with
boards of education to permit recognized
gays to teach. and Brown expects an order
from the N.Y. Board of Teachers

condemning discrimination against gays.
The nationally known physician doesn't
believe psychiatry can change sexual
preferences, and says he and other N.Y.
doctors who treat only gays believe
psychiatrists hav c done more harm than
good.
I've been .ipproadied by many psYchiamists. and most who say they'ly free from
homophobia are not. The psychiatric
profession doesn't know many gays, and so
they don't really know what homosexuality
is. If a gay w ants help. I recommend a gay
group, not a psychiatrist.**
Brown added that serious damage has
been done to homosexuals treated to have
their sexual preference changed.
Responding to a question concerning the
validity of an often-heard accusation that
gays are dangerous influences upon
children, Brown said adolescents need
homosexuals as someone to talk to.
"The loneliness of a gay coming out is
somethiniz which should he understood.
There should be open gays in elementary
schools, high schools and collegeS." He
has been more successful at New York
University since he•s come out. because
more people come to him now, he said.
Brown holds two full professorships at
N.Y.U.
The admitted homosexual says he most
regrets the years of agony he experienced
coming to grips with his homosexuality.
and the six years he wasted going to a
psychiatrist. "I didn't start to live until my
late 20's. I wish I'd come out sooner," he
added, emphasizing the freedom one
enjoys when no longer "hiding."
Brown has also held professorships and
medical lecture chairs at Columbia College
of Physicians and Surgeons. Mt. Sinai
Hospital. Albert Einstein College of
Medicine. Yale College of Medicine and
Beth Israel Medical Center. He is listed in
Who's Who ofAmerica, and is a Fellow of
the American Public Health Association
and the New York Academy of Medicine.

use of student activities fees, to be
submitted to the Board of Trustees for
consideration. UMOSG maintains UM
campus governments should be financially
autonomous and be allowed to control
allocation of student monies. The UMO
student government enjoys such autonomy, but other student governments in the
Super-U network must submit budgets to
the administration for approval.
UMOSG recommends "the allocations
shall not be subject to approval by any
officer of the campus administration."
The policy also maintains the activity fee
should be continued at the same level.
financing only those programs recognized
by student government which are "of
beneficial interest to the student body".
and which neither violate laws nor further
partisan politics. The UMOSG proposal
recommends organizational budgets be set
at an annual public hearing, that
guidelines for organizations receiving
monies be established, and that the
student governments on each campus have
access to "motor pools, metered mail.
WATS lines and office space. and shall be

treated as an academic department in
these areas."
A resolution proposed by Senate
vicelasesident Ted O'Meara to delegate
the student government vice-president as
the GSS presiding officer in order to give
the president greater freedom and voice
was debated extensively, but failed in a
roll call vote. O'Meara supported the
resolution as a means of allocating the
president a more active role in the Senate.
rather than forcing him to be an "objective
quasi-parlimentarian of the Senate."
Meara also stressed that students do
not.realize the president and vice-president
act as Student Government. General
Student Senate, and student body
president and vice-president. He said the
resolution would emphasize these roles
and increase governing effectiveness.
In other business. the Senate allocated
$600 for Paul Bunyan Weekend, $400 for
UMVETS to finish the UMVETS Center.
$1300 to pay for a part-time teaching
assistant to run the faculty evaluation
program, and a loan of $500 to the Maine
Outing Club for publication costs of a
booklet.

Council would share NO
tuition $$ with Super-II
• coatinned from page 2
range of between S50 a year for all students
to $80 more for in-staters and $160 more
for out-of-staters. The increase. when
approved by the Trustees, will be applied
to students on all six campuses.
McNeil will make the final recommendation for any tuition increases to the Board
of Trustees, possibly at their April 24
meeting. The Administrative Council.
consisting of the Super-U campus
presidents. serves McNeil only in an
advisory capacity on these matters.
A chart prepared by the Chancellor's
financial planning office for the council
shows a projected deficit of S1.8 million in
the 1974-75 Super-U budget. The deficit is
projected because increases in system
costs are expected to total an estimated
million, while the state legislature has
appropiated only about $3.9 million to
cover the increase.
If the larver tuition hike (S80 $W) is

applied to a projected enrollment of 14.000
in state students and 1,900 out-of-state
students. it will generate an approximate
$1.4 million. Orono students would
contribute about S650.000 of that sum.
Vice Chancellor for Financial Affairs
Herb Fowle said Super-U system income
has alw ays bey n pooled. and that when the
money is allocated. "the campuses are not
segregated." to make sure each campus
gets its own dollars back.
"We have a total expenditure budget for
the system." Fowle said. "We get money
from the legislature. and any money we are
short we ask in tuition."
An unnamed source said Fow le was
"technically correct.- but added the
campus presidents have always proposed
budvets to the Chancellor on the basis of
deny ed from students on their
n
campus.
The s,,urce said LA10 has never
requested more money trom the tuition
pool than its students paid into it.

Four bike thefts hit campus
as warm weather arrives
Spring came to UMO this week and with
it came the usual mass of bicycles — and
bicycle thefts. Thieves have claimed four
bicycles since last Friday. according to
Campus police.

108 bikes t. re stoien in 1971. That figure
dropped to 79 in 1972. and fell to 35 thefts
last year. Hilchey reported that 60 of those
bicycles stolen during the three years have
been recovered.

Three of the bikes were reported stolen
to police within a 24-hour period Tuesday
and Wednesday. All three were ten speeds
taken from the Somerset Hall bike rack
sometime between Sunday and Wednesday. police said.

"Close to 100 percent of all 10 speed
bicycle thefts are reported to us. usually for
insurance purposes. Hilche... said. He
added that losses of one and three speed
bikes are not reported too often.

Lt. Brian Hilchey noted that n was a
"good possibility" that the three bikes.
valued collectively at $400, were stolen by
the same party. All three were chained to
the rack and locked, and the padlocks
appeared to be cut by the same tool.
Hilchey explained.
Last Friday . another I() speed bike was
reported stolen from the Corbett Hall bike
rack. The chain and padlock remained
where the $5.0 bicycle once stood.
Hilchey noted that the number of bicycle
thefts on campus has dropped over the last
three years. Aciording to police records.

"Chances that we will recover one and
three speed bikes are better. as 10 speed
bikes are usually altered. Hilchey noted
that some of the bikes recovered are never
claimed. "We have about a dozen bikes
here in the cellar (at police headquarters)
that no one has claimed," he said.
To prevent thefts, police recommend
that students register their bikes with
police. "If tht. bikes are registered with our
office or we have the serial numbers of the
stolen bikes, we can send this information
over the teletype." increasing the chances
of recover)." he explained, adding that
without the serial numbers, there is little
the police can do.

J
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UMO tuition income belongs in UMO programs
Now we discover one of the reasons why the
Administrative Council and the Chancellor's
staff wanted to stage their circus last week at a
Tilountain resort in the forests of Rangely. The
five other presidents wanted Mr. McNeil to
take President Howard R. Neville out back to
the wtxAshed for a few words while they
conspired to steal tuition bucks from the
pockets of I. MO students.
But thcy were snowed in at Bangor and
Neville began the fight against these men who
appear determined at last to make a do-or-die
attempt to dull UMO's luster in the Super-U
system, or destroy the Super-U in the process.
They have told Neville they unanimously
oppose his request to have full authority in
applying UMO's income.
All Neville is asking is that he be given the
authority to decide where money paid by
students on this campus is going to be spent.
All McNeil and his buddies are asking is that
they be given that authority. The Trustees will
decide.
It is a nice change to see Neville fighting
3upposedly on behalf of student interests. For
most of us our interest lies with our money.
which is so hard to come by, and we strangely
find ourselves supporting him. We charge him
with the duty now to listen judiciously to
student input, if and when he begins to spread
the greenbacks across the mall.
' We have a shopping list of new programs
students want, dating back to the

moratorium," says Vice President for Research
and Development Bruce Poulton.
"If we must ask students at UMO to pay
more dollars, then these dollars should be used
to do something that students want," he
continues. "But when he (the student) has to
subsidize programs he's not going to be a direct
beneficiary of, that's a different ball game.'•
And that's the issue right there. According to
observers, Neville returned from the council
meetings "white with rage" and called it "an
issue on which we must stand or fall."

[avnaists 1 Editorials]

It is an issue that has long been festering in
the financial plumbing of the Super-U system
since its establishment under McNeil five years
ago. Now he and the other campus presidents
are coming out of the closet with their guns
blazing, determined to take tuition money from
the students of the Super-U and divert it to
their own private fishing pool.
And there is no guarantee that any campus
will get its fair share back out of the pool when
it returns to reel in its money —no guarantees
other than good faith, which looks pretty shaky
right now. -The campuses aren't segregated,"
says Herb Fowle, Mc Neil's number two man
for money matters, which means no campus
gets gypped any worse than another.
Yet a source tells us that last September
when UMO, with about 43 per cent of the
Super-U students, went asking for its share of a
fresh legislative appropriation for development, the campus received only $25,000 of
$400,000 that was handed out.
"Our track record is not good," says the
source. Apparently McNeil and his
co-conspirators, who reportedly are pushing
him hard to rule the system with an iron fist.
think now that Win Libby is gone, they can play
games with this campus.
Well, they've got another thing coming. We
know this president is as tough as nails and
he's a battler. He won't let anyone steal tuition
money from students on this campus, and
students here won't stand for it either.
"It is an issue on which we must stand or
fall."
It is an issue which must be resolved. UMO
students will pay more than six million dollars
for tuition next fall, (if an $80/$160 increase is
added to present bills) and that money should
be at the disposal of UMO students and the
people who serve them and educate them.
Anyone who thinks otherwise will be
advancing a totaly indefensible position.

The best kept secret
About fifty students were present last
Wednesday night at what was probably the
most informative and interesting DLS program
this year. And the most unpublicized.
We'd chance a guess the people to blame are
members of the DLS committee, not the
Wilde-Stein club. DLS made it clear earlier this
semester, when they finally agreed to
co-sponsor D* Howard Brown's appearance at
UMO.that they were going to handle the who,
what. and where. And they did a pretty poor
job.
Brown, who is President of the National Gay
Task Force, by the way.(the posters didn't
mention that fact), said he didn't mind the had

Staff

publicity campaign. Maybe he didn't, but we
do. Perhaps had more students been aware of
his presence, the audience would not have been
any larger. But at least they could have made
up their own minds as to whether or not they
wanted to attend. Students have enough people
thinking for them without DLS doing it too.
We are at fault too, since our Tuesday edition
of the Campus made no mention of Brown's
appearance. But we've come to rely on Jeff
Hollingsworth press releases and constant
reminders whenever a DLS program is coming
up. and last Monday no one from DLS came
around. We regret the oversight, and hope Dr.
Brown really didn't mind.
We bet it never happens again.
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Bill Ferguson

There are none so blind as those who will not see
Well, the controversial Wilde-Stein
symposium on homosexuality is coming
up this weekend, bringing to a head all
the polarized opinions that have cropped
up since the club was formally recognized
several months ago.
The issue has been a soapbox for any
number of unqualified people to climb on
and espouse their equally unqualified
solutions to a problem that never
concerned them until thrust under their
noses.
Great issues always bring forth gre:•
men to address themselves to those.
issues. This issue has been no exception.
We have seen men of the cloth expound
the opinion that "we are in a life and
death struggle" to preserve our way of

lite, as if homosexuality had never
existed before and the university's
condonance of it would make the leperous
disease communicable—thereby turning
UMO into a Sodom and Gomorrah
community and those who attend into
pillars of salt.
We have seen our great statesman.
Louis lalbert. vow to block our funding
until the trustees reverse their stand on
"the pack of queers." as he so eloquently
,.-ated before the '..iislature.
I 'I, i,alcorkern. of course, is not the
;11,,,1ion of homosexuality itself. but
'miter its emergence from the closet into
tL lublic view, where decent folk can no
longer ignore it.
Someone once said that a little
ignorance is a dangerous thing. It is. of
course, not the small knowledge but the

great ignorance behind it that is
dangerous. We have no lack of "little
know ledge" on the subject of homosexuality in this state, as evidenced by the
deluge of incipient response that has met
the surfacing of the Wilde-Stein Club.
(We were informed by one reader that
homosexuality was not a new problem...
that it has existed since the Middle
Ages!)
There will always be opponents and
proponents of homosexuality, whether
the issue is understood or not. But thanks
to the trustees and the small knot of
professors that had the cujimes to support
them, the gay symposium will afford us
an opportunity to shine a little light on
our collective ignorance.
I can't help but wonder if people like

Jalbert. Frankland. Gass and their like
who were so quick to comdemn university
policy will bother to inform themselves by
taking advantage of this opportunity. I
doubt it, and it's really too bad. There are
none so blind as those who will not see. It
always seems those in need of instruction
most are those who most desperately
cling to their antiquated values.
Nevertheless, we will probably hear
more from the soapbox. They had better
use it while they can, for after this
highlight of controsersy. interest sitl
undoubtedly atropy into that most
stinking form of acceptance: apathy.
Still, this may be counted as a victory
for those of the WS-C who have had the
guts to face certain bigoted opposition.
They have earned my respect and
sympathy, if not empathy.
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King Kzu was never a farce
nor is he ficticious. The image of
Km came to represent not the
fact that .. .tudent government
was
it
nothing (as
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2nd Century Fund needs
student support for success

King Kzu was meant to stimulate the candidates
and rouse the students —and that's what it did
Originally King Kzu was a
satirical character meant only to
show displeasure with the
persons involved in the election
for student government president. Beyond this point.
however, when the King Kzu
campaign became a serious
proposition. those who found
their comfortable position in
student government threatened
became highly emotional and no
longer able to be reached by
reason. Along with these
persons were those who were
either openly hostile or simply
never bothered to investigate
the Kzu campaign—the persons
like Roy Tripp who claimed
and
fill iCiOU s
K 7U
King
announced that "no work" had
been done by the King's
supporters. and Ted O'Meara
who suggested that the whole
campaign was "childlish"(both
On-Call
from
comments
WMEB-FM. Wed. April 17.
1974). Of course, there were the
Ed Morin's. Jeanne Bailey's,
Carl Pease's. and Mike St.
Peter's of the campus who at
least knew what the issues were
when they took a stand on Kzu.
but unfortunately they were as
few and far between as the
students who bothered to vote
last year.

An open letter to the
university communitl
should never be elected since he
is being untrue to himself and to
those he supposedly represents.
Kzu represents the truly great
never
candidates who are
stimulated to participate. perhaps. we feel, due to a failure of
the past and present membership of student government to
instill in the student body a
belief in their government's
power and capabilities. Kzu
attempted to stimulate that
enthusiasm in both the candidates and their constituents, for
we feel that the persons leading
an organization capable of
spending $80.000 a year should
not be chosen by 5 per cent of
the students. We in the
Kingdom of Kzu felt that if we
could incense a portion of the
student body enough. a portion
who might or might not vote,
then maybe "the people's
choice" would be made.
There are many factors which
contributed to the 30 per cent
turnout. (50 per cent of the
on-campus voters!) which although is not ideal is a
significant improvement. One of
these factors was the change in
the position of some of the
polling places. However, the
"air of ezzitement" during the
election day had nothing to do
with where a table was placed.
We at Kzu feel that some of the
added turnout was due to our
Mons to "advertise the polls."
i we can stimulate some
thusiasm why can't the
‘r VoiSY senator? Where are

those ingenious persons who are
able to create enthusiasm'? Why
do those persons who do run
seem to fail to do any original
thought? Obviously, gimmicks
can never stand up to cold, hard
facts, but coupled with facts
they are invincible.
King Kzu did not lose
Wednesday. April 17, nor did he
die along with the pre-election
excitement he emanated. Kzu
lives on in the spirit of those
who made the effort to vote. If
some portion of the extra 1400
persons who participated did so
because of the enthusiasm they
saw in his campaign. then let all
REIGNS
hear—KING KZU
SUPREME.
His Royal Majesties
Loyal Subjects:
Stephen F. McGuire
Robert Belair
Preston Bristow
Michael Sullivan
Larry Schaub
David Theoharides
Joseph D. Scott
H. Lee Allen
Gregory Swallow
Ronald Doyle
With grateful recognition to
all those who took it upon
themselves to become involved.

I can picture the Indian chief
Spotted Wolf (the story, by the
way, is based on truth) lying on
the ground disemboweled and
mutilated. Perhaps ten feet
away from him is the peace
medal that was given to him by
the United States. Now his
village lies burned, his people
killed. I can also picture a
survivor of the U.S. Army's
doings. looking over the carnage
and simply wondering,"Why?"
Remember Thomas Jefferson's famous work "The
Declaration of Independence? In
it was included a list of crimes
committed by the King of
England. Suppose this lone
Indian should follow Jefferson's
style. The list against the
European invaders land I mean
us, my friends, and our

ancestors) might go like tnis:
You have made false promises to us. pretending to come in
peace. when slaughter was in
your hearts.
You claim religious values
drove you to our country, yet
you have forsaken them in order
to conquer us.
You have tortured our men,
mutilated them, scalped them.
You base lied, cheated,
stolen, and infested with
pestilence.
You have destroyed our land.
our lises, our heritage.
Yes. "Americans." let us be
proud of our great religious
heritage. After all, we•.c
committed enough dastardly
atrocities to formate it! And
then sit back and wonder why
Wounded Knees take place,
efforts of a proud people simply
to regain what is theirs. Let's
face it. "Americans", our
forefathers were scum of the
type of Adolf Hitler and Ghengis
Khan. and unless we start doing
something to make amends to
those who own the stolen land
we are living on. we will be
remembered as the same.

Art Dostie

To the editor:
I would like to express some
thought regarding the Second
Century Fund now underway on
campus. I have been involved in
setting up the student organization, determining the policies
under which the campaign
would be run and in establishing
the goals for students to work
and give for.
One of the most important
points to be settled was that a
major objective of the "Official
Family" part of the campaign
should serve to support the
off-campus efforts among the
community and alumni. If those
of us on campus. who will be the
most benefited by the facilities,
don't show strong support for
them, we cannot effectively ask
others with less interest to help
us get them. On the other hand,
if all of us give something then
the volunteers working in the
Bangor area and with the
Alumni will have a much
stronger case to present. The
matter of participation is also in
keeping with University traditions and history. Several of the
buildings now on campus are
here because former students
helped to build them. In his
address to the Student Body
Division kickoff last Thursday.
Mr. Ray Fogler mentioned the
gym. library. fieldhouse and
Alumni Hall as having been
built from contributions, part of
which came from students on
campus at the time.
The purpoce of percem a

solicitation is to have informed
volunteers talking to their
friends about the plans and
goals of the campaign. This
permits a question and answer
situation in which everyone can
learn as much as he or she
wants. We have over 700 people
on campus involved in this
effort, more than 400 of whom
are students. I feel that if a
person will listen to a
presentation and ask questions
they will get an understanding
of what the campaign can mean
to all our futures. Only after this
presentation and explanation
are we asking for support.
While we are primarily
interested in every student
making a gift of some amount,
we also decided to establish a
challenging goal so the participation would be meaningful and
each student can feel her or his
share is important. We set a
goal for students of $150.000
and are offering the "Signature
Tile" for $180 for those who feel
they can and want to make a gift
of this nature. Since our efforts
have really just begun, I am
pleased that we have already
had b3 students gifts large
enough for a tile.
hope every student will ask
questions about the Second
Century Fund and then show his
or her support for this important
project.

Terry. A Dor r
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American her!iage filled with
atrocities vs. Native Americans
To the editor:
A friend of mine commented
that upon seeing the IDB movie
Soldier Blue. he wondered how
such a disgusting movie could
be presented to the public. I had
to smile at this, realizing how
sheltered our minds have been
protected from the truth, and
how today's civilization still
clings to the great American
myth.
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Catcher Pete Hill

Dave Stetson quietly strummed his guitar as
the bus turned slowly onto the southbound lane
of Interstate 95. Suddenly calls went out from
all directions.
"Hey Butch, how about some cribbage?"
"Anybody here intelligent enough to play
scrabble?"
"Hey Stets, how about some Cat Stevens?"
I began to realize that card games.
singalongs. and trivia questions would be a
constant part of the journey as the UMO
baseball team headed south on their annual
trip.
After six snowbound weeks in the fieldhouse,
Jack Butterfield's crew was going to play some
ball. As the bus rolled down 95 the excitement
and anticipation grew. Even the veterans,
some making the trip for the fourth straight
year. were visibly excited.
The team worked out at Yale on Thursday
and I was amazed at the efficiency, discipline.
and hustle displayed during the practice
session. Not a minute was wasted as Coach
Butterfield and his assistant, Dick DeVarney,
simultaneously ran batting practice, infield
drills and hit fungos to the outfielders.
I talked to the head groundskeeper who has
taken care of Yale's athletic fields for the past
28 years.
-This looks like a real hustling ballclub. I
wish the Yale kids would hustle like this but
they just go through the motions. Your coach
must be a good one. Every year your people
come here to practice and it's the same thing;
hustle and enthusiasm," he commented.
Friday, March 29, was no day to be playing
baseball in Westchester, Pa. Freezing rain and
temperatures in the 30's led to the cancelation
af aur g,amc with Wca•-hca•-: S•-•- arid our
quick departure.
We headed for Salisbury. Maryland, where
we were scheduled to play a doubleheader on
Saturday with Salisbury State. When we
arrived on Friday afternoon it was warm and
sunny but Saturday brough 1.9 inches of rain
The doubleheader was rescheduled for
Sunday but the rain persisted and we
proceeded south to Norfolk, Virginia.
We rolled into Norfolk late Sunday afternoon.
Monday we were scheduled to play a double
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header with Old Dominion University
by a single game with the same
Tuesday. Monday came up bright an
Finally some baseball would be play
In the first game the Bears jumped
1-0 lead, but errors and scratch hits pi
downfall of the Bears as Old Dominii
and won 9-2.
But in the second game Bert
relying mostly on his slider, pitched a i
3-hit shutout leading the Bears to a
Butterfiled was pleased with the al
work. He was quick to chalk up the fi
loss to bad breaks. The team was ex,
happy as we drove back to the hotel.
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runs. Gary Smith and Dave Stetson had
homeruns, while the keystone combination of
Jack Leggett and Doug Lentz banged out seven
hits between them. The Bears walked away
with a convincing II-1 victory.
The next stop was the University of Virginia
in Charlottesville. The Virginia ballclub had
been rated 13th in the nation in pre season
polls and were favored to win the Atlantic Coast
Conference.
On Wednesday the Bears jumped on Cavalier
pitching for eight runs in the second inning and
for all intents and purposes put the game away.
The game ended with a final score of 10-4.
Offensively Gary Smith cracked his third
homerun• of the trip and rightlielder John
Dumont banged out four hits including a
homerun. Smith also picked up the win as a
pitcher in relief of starter Len Gentile.

cond game Bert Roberge,
his slider, pitched a masterful
ling the Bears to a 7-0 win.
pleased with the aft.cnoon's
ck to chalk up the first game
s. The team was excited and
e back to the hotel. The fine
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t swinging on Tuesday as the
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The Bears were looking sharp. They had
beaten two good ball clubs three games in a
row, and now it was on to Richmond for a
doubleheader with Virginia Commonwealth
University.
During the course of the trip I realized riding
the bus, eating at burger joints, and sitting in
your hotel room playing cards or watching TV
comprised 90 per cent of the club's daily
schedule.
Meal money was $7.50 per day for each
player, not a lot of money for three meals a day,
and as a result, Burger King and McDonalds
had the team as regular customers for nine
days.
Hotel accomadations were pretty nice, but
watching the rain fall on Richmond from the
ninth floor of the William Byrd Hotel was not
exactly a scenic view.
Thurday's doubleheader with Virginia
Commonwealth and Friday's game with
William and Mary were both rained out.
We drove back to Norfolk Friday afternoon
where we were greeted by more rain. Chances
of playing the final scheduled game with
Towson State on Saturday seemed slim.
Saturday morning the rain was still going
strong and dejectedly the team boarded the bus
and headed home to Orono, some 18 hours
away.
By the time we hit Maryland everyone was
back to normal. Stets was banging out songs.
Cribbage and poker games abounded and Doug
Lentz entertained everyone with stories about a
guy named Coon McCan. "Toughest man I
ever knew. He could chop wood with one hand
and beat you up with the other. Burned to death
in his chair and never flinched."
By the time we got to Bangor everyone was
pretty punchy from the long ride. Peter Hill,
Tom Eldrege, Len Gentile and Al Carson had
just finished playing fourteen straight hours of
cribbage and Dave Stetson had finally put his
guitar away because we had sung every song in
the English language.
In the back of the bus a bunch of guys were
singing their own version of Harry Chapin's
"Taxi"
"It was rainin' hard in Richmond- and
Norfolk...and Salisbury...and Westchester...
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Chris Tyndell and
Jan Coates of Pi Beta
Phi sorority hold two
youngsters at the Levinson Center during a
visit by the sorority and
Omega
Alpha
Tau
fraternity Saturday.

Frqtpriniv
•

•

L=1.1
sororal entertain retarded eili
turtou
•

"At first I really didn't want to come, but
sow I'm glad I did. 1 think its just great for
the kids." remarked Rob Connell. a LMO
freshman.
Connell, along with about 25 brothers
from Alpha Tau Omega. and an equal
number of girls from Pi Beta Phi sorority.,
visited the Levinson Center in Bangor last
Saturday afternoon to entertain the
children.
The center. built three years ago with
state funds. is a home for severely retarded
children from northern and central Maine.
With its brightly-decorated interior walls.
miniature gymnasium and modern
sleeping quarters. the facility. hardly- looks
like an institution, but as Pam Nute.
worker at the Levinson Center said. "as
much as I hate to admit it. this is an
institution. But the child that comes here is
pretty. lucky."
Besides individual atteno.cu fr._on ct,ong
trainers, the children are pro v ided with

by Lbw Halverses
care by an occupational therapist. a
physical therapist. social workers, doctors
and outside consultants. The overall
activity of the youngsters is supervised by
unit directors.
But even with all this special care, the
children still need more lov mg and contact
with people than they presently have, said
Nute. She added few people. including the
parents of the children, ever visit the
home. The patients especially miss
much-needed attention from males. ATO
and Pi Beta Phi showed up 50-strong
Saturday afternoon.
Chris Tyndall. v ice-president of the
sorority. commented she was amazed at
the turnout herself. "It's the kind of thing
can't husky kids conic to. rm realty
surprised so many showed up.- She

thought that the project was successful
enough to continue on an annual or
semi-annual basis. Tyndall. Maggie Leach
and Paul Michaud co-ordinated the visit to
the Levinson Center.
The students arrived at the center during
the free activity period and helped the
children do simple skills, sang songs to
them and talked to them individually.
Most of the youngsters they played with
were able to respond to the attention in
some way.
Nute explained the facility is split into
different sections. The west wing is the
evaluation center. For eight weeks each
child is individually observed and tested in
every conceivable manner, and the trainer
knows everything there is to know about
the child at the end of this two-month
period.
From there the patient is moved to the
north wing to begin short-term training. In
this six-month period the trainer tries to
teach the child to dress and feed himself
and master certain social skills.
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The center is trying to establish a foster
grandparent program where the children
ezn be placed in hornci at itigiet. So far only
one child has been placed. "Finding
community placement for all these kids is
our aim.** remarked Nute. "With proper
placement there should be no need for
institutionalizing any child.**

Select a candidate who you. the "Mainer"
feels has been most frank and honest.
CIRCLE OR WRITE IN YOUR CHOICE

Democrats
C Alnik oft
I.
2L1

Edward Kennedy

Republicans
Vice Pres. Gerald Ford

Sen. Hubert Humphrey

Sen. Edward Brooke

Sen. Sam Ervin

Gov. Ronald Reagan

Sen. Edmund Muskie

Rep. William Cohen

Gov. George Wallace

Sen. Barry Goldwater

Write in

Write in

Opposite UMO Park St. Entrance
PRESENTS

"You have to learn to sit-up before you
crawl. then learn to crawl before you walk.
It has to be in a certain order." explained
Nine. Each child is attended by two
trainers who work alternate days. The ratio
of staff to children is one-to-three.
When the eight•month training is over.
the youngster is returned to his home.
where hopefully he will he able to continue
his training at a community facility.

BALLOT

153 Pork St., Or lo 866 AIOt

Friendliest Store
in Town

Each ‘hild has his own individual
training program since each is at a
different level of learning. Sitting up maybe
the ultimate goal of one patient. while
another is working on learning to walk.
Once a child successfully completes one
phase. he moves on to the next motor skill.

Send to:

Baltimore Corp.
193 Broad St.
Bangor, Maine 04401
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Gay symposium guests may face housing problems
dell and
if Pi Beta
hold two
t the Leduring a
prority and
Omega
'urday.

Despite loud dissent from a number of
residents. Somerset Hall has been the
most responsive Hilltop dorm to a need for
housing for guests attending the Maine
Gay Symposium on campus this weekend.
Members of the campus Wilde-Stein
Club, hosts for the statewide convention.
could not get space for weekend guests at
Augusta Hall on the Bangor campus,
where accommodations are usually made
for those attending conventions at the
university. Members of the DeMolay are
staying there this weekend.
Faced with a housing shortage for many
of its expected 125 guests, Wilde-Stein
Club members mentioned their plight at a
meeting with Fiilltop housing directors
and resident assistants on March 24.
According to a spokesman for the gay club.
several housing staff members present
offered space for the weekend and said
they would ask if any students in the three
Hilltop dorms would he willing to share
their rooms this weekend.
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A conflict developed at Somerset when
several first floor residents objected to a
neighbor's intentions to house guests of
the sv mposium.
"There Vk ere no threats made." a
Somerset resident assistant commented.
"The others on the floor simply decided
they were not going to put up with the
decision to house people for the weekend
and they made it vocally clear."
She explained those who opposed
housing symposium guests did so because
they telt their rights as residents of the
dorm had been "violated." Those who
wanted to house guests on the same floor
contended they had a right to have guests
staying in their rooms on the weekend as
long as parietals were not violated. After
other views were known. however. those
who had initially offered their rooms
withdrew the offers

said his dormitory. has not offered space.
attributing the situation to a lack of
communication between the two parties.

by Kate Arno
Another Somerset R.A.. who asked to
remain nameless, explained in most
situations if roommates or others residents
of the same dormitory floor objected to
others housing convention guests. the
objectors' wishes were respected and
offers for the space were retracted or
simply never made.
-Gary Connell, head resident of Oxford
Hall. said he received no complaints from
student residents concerning offers made
in his dorm to house guests for the
weekend. Connell explained announcements of the symposium's need for
weekend housing were the responsibility of
resident assistants since no formal request
for housing space was made by
Wilde-Stein Club. He said he suspected
differing interpretations of the request for
space might have caused confusion among
students or an apprehension that they
might be forced to share their rooms. Each
R.A. used his own discretion in deciding
whether to ask his floor's residents if thev
had rooms to share for the weekend, and
some floors were notified of the.
convention's housing needs.

According to UMO student Karen Bye.
who is in charge of housing for those
attending the symposium, the response to
requests for housing space within the
Hilltop dorms has been good, particularly
in Somerset Hall. She explained a shortage
of accomodations for men still exists, but
an over-abundance of offers to house
women have been received. About fifteen

29 juniors named as next
year's 'All Maine Women'
Twenty-nine junior women students
have been chosen to serve as All Maine
Women during their senior year. Women
representatives from the various student
organizations on campus submitted a list of
possible candidates for recognition by the
honorary. society, and the society after
reviewing the list, selected the members.
In addition to the students named. Joyce
De mkowicz, Asst. Dean of Student
Act iv it ies and Organizations. and Dorothea
Green, sect. to William Luey . Asst. Dean of
Student Activities and Organizations were
honored by the organization.

'•1 only asked certain people on my
floor.' one of the Somerset resident
assistants said. "You can tell who would be
receptive to the idea.Tom Rosa. a Knox Hall R.A.. *said he
decided not to ask his floor for space.
commenting "I didn't feel obligated to find
rooms. We don't give space to other
conventions and we don't have to make
exceptions for this group.•'
Rick Greene, head resident at Knox
Hall. explained he was not at the March 24
meeting and did not know of the housing
needs until late this week, since no
member of the WS-C contacted him. He

rooms were offered at Somerset and nine at
Oxford.
"I'm surprised." said the Somerset
resident assistant, referring to the attitude
of Hilltop students to this weekend's Gay
Symposium. "At the onset I heard a lot of
talk. There were many reasons why people
questioned having the symposium—the
university budget. what people back home
would think—hut all that has quieted down
remarkably. With the symposium this
weekend, I would have predicted the
'resistance to pick up.

Next year's All Maine Women are:
Mary Alden, Elaine Baker, Patti Buck,
Gail Eckfeldt. Pam Evans. Anne Goodnow.
Brenda Ham, Vicki Jordan. Kathy Keane.
Barbara Koeritz, Mitzi Leon. Linda
Levesque. Patti Locke. Mary McBradv .
Teresa McDonald. Carmelina Procaccini.
Beth Randall. Elaine Rangus. Eileen
Rockwell. Jane Romain. Alison Sharnliol,.
Joyce Stevens. Sue Stone. Marsha Traub.
Mary Weaver, Patsy West, Deb Westman.
Elaine Willis and Katy Young

Physiologist and fitness expert scheduled
Dr. Thomas K. Cureton. exercise
physiologist, researcher, teacher, and
physie.al fitness expert will be at UMO
Monday . April 22 and Tuesday for a series
of presentations. Curcton will speak at the
Conference Center from 9:30-11:30 a.m.
Monday on types of exercise programs:

from 1-4:00 p.m. on exercise programs:
from 7:30-9:30 p.m. in 13- Bennett Hall on
the role of physical education in the
prevention of heart disease: and from
9:30-11:30 a.m. at the Conference Center
on the physical fitness of champion
athletes.

FOR SENIORS ONLY:
Sullivan Ford Sales announces a new
finance plan especially designed for you.

N\

Now you can buy a car, take delivery
the same day, with no payments for 90 days
Siniply by meeting these minimum requirements:
(I) Small Down Payment
(2) Proof of Employment alter Graduation
(3) Ilea a Stiumlard Credit Check
or

Sinai car headquarters.
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See for yourself. It's inexpensive and the modern way to turn unuse0
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Wilmont McDonald
captivated his audience
Wednesday night in the
Damn Yankee Room of
the Memorial Union
with folk tales, tall
tales, and foot tappin'
songs.

MacDonald sings and tells
stories of the north woods
Wilmot MacDonald is the kind of man
you'd love to have for a grandfather.
With a little prodding. he can sing or
recite any of over a hundred songs and
stories he knows by heart. •'I never forget a
song once I've learned it," he said.
Wednesday night in the Damn Yankee.
Dr. Sandy Ives, professor of folklore, did
the prodding. and MacDonald did the
telling and singing. The only accompaniment he used was one tapping foot.
His voice was remarkably clear and
tuned, remarkable because he turned 70 on
Monday. After an hour he started to feel
hoarse, but that was soon remedied by
some of 'Dr. Inkman's Almighty Uplifting
Syrup.' His voice is captivating. with an
unidentifiable woodsman dialect.
The stories he told were of "The Three
Gold Hairs." wherein a poor boy marries
the King's daughter and gets rid of the evil
monarch and the night in the haunted
house when he saw a headless man and
I-114dt d Ti4t S5000.

His songs included the well-known
'Iallad of the northern lumber woods,
"Peter Amberly." "The Lumberman's
Alphabet." and "The Bull Song." and
"Pat Murphy." and ranged from moving
ballads to rollicking satires. MacDonald
made each one fascinating.
He was born in New Brunswick, and
spent his younger days working in lumber
camps. It was here that he accumulated
much of his present store of songs and
tales. Ives first met him in 1957, after
learning about him from a woman in
Newcastle. N.B. (MacDonald's present
residence.)
There is a book published by the
Northeast Folklore Society. entitled —Eight
Tales From Miramichi" (the river in the
Newcastle area). which contains some of
MacDonald's better known tales. There is
a copy on reserve in the library.
As MacDonald said it the conclusion of
Wednesday's program. "Not too bad for
an old feller. ay?•• Nope. not too bad.
Wilmot.

'ports
Lady gymnasts bow to Colby
With a male performer competing for its
women's gymnastics team, Colby edged
the UMO women gymnasts 41.2 to 38.75.
In the four-team meet held Tuesday on
Colby's home floor. UMF finished third
with 20.9 points and Bowdoin was fourth
with 13.3 points.
Colby entered a male performer. Ron
Ayotte. in the uneven parallel bars event.
His performance score of 2.75 was not good
enough to place him in the top four places
of that event.
Ayotte's teammate. Anne Richards. won
that event with a performance score of
4.75. She was followed by two UMO
women. Paula Maxim. 4.4, and Deanna
Berry, 4.05. Fourth place in the uneven
parallel bars went to another Colby
woman. Callie Dusty. with 3,45 points.
UMO coach Vivian McKibbon said of
Ayotte. "He showed a lot of muscle. He
muscled his way through the moves."
Ayotte did hase some problems.
McKibbon pointed out. as he fell of the
bars once, missed a couple of his moves,
illegal dismount.
used
and
an
Leading scorers for the meet at Colby
were Callie Dusty with 17.3 points. Anne
Richards with 14.05 points, both of Colby,
and Liz DesRoches. UMO. with 13.8
points.
DesRoches took first place in the horse
vaulting event and third in the floor
exercises. But "Liz had a bad day on the
beam — an unusual day for her." said
Coach McKibbon."She has two falls which'
cost her a full point on her score.

Other UMO team members finishing
high in the various cents were Lynne
Suadel tied for third with Peggy
McGreggor of UMF in the horse vaulting;
Dottie Comeau took fifth place in this same
event: Donna Upham finished fourth in the
floor exercises; and Cathy Miller placed
fifth in the balance beam event.
The state meet tomorrow will conclude
the gymnastics schedule. In a drive to
score more total team ix ints in the state
meet. Coach McKibbon hopes to have two
more women. Deanna Berry and Cathy
Miller, participating in the floor exercise
event.
Sum mar!:
Floor exercise: I. (tie) Laurie Hawes.
Bowdoin. and Callie Dusty. Colby (5.2.5); 3.
Liz DesRoches. UMO (4.9): 4. Donna
Upham. UMO (4.6).
Uneven parallel bars: I. Anne Richards.
Colby (4.75; 2. Paula Maxim. UMO (4.4);
3. Deanna Berry. UMO (4.05); 4. Cattle
Dusty. Colby (3.45).
Balance beam: 1. (tie) Laurie Hawkes,
Bowdoin. and Callie Dusty. Colby (5.15); 3.
Anne Richards, Colby (3.15): 4. Judy
Eksucher, UMO 12.75); 5. Cathy Miller.
UMO (2.7).
Horse vaulting: I. Liz DesRoches. UMO
(4.05): 2. Callie Dusty, Colby (3.45): 3. (tie)
Lynne Swadel. UMO. and Peggy
McGreggor. UMF(3.3); S. Dottie Comeau.
UMO (3.25).

SNACK SNACK
Ws deliver
to your dorm.
Pizza. Subs. and
Cold Beverages.
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The brewers of Budweiser, in cooperation with ABC Radio, asked me to
remind you that April 22-27 is National
College "Pitch In!" Week.
All week, all over America, students
like you will be filling up litter cans
like me.
If there's an official "Pitch In!" Week

program in your campus community,
join up. If there isn't, you can still
support the national effort. Just pick
up any litter in your path next week
and bring it to me.
Thanks,
see you
then.
14 INC. OF SEERS

Budweiser.
ANNUM-NMI, INC. • ST. LOUIS

Order Navy...
We have them in his and
her styles Only $5.69
Send check or money
order today to:
Chicken Suits
P 0 Box 16205
St Lou's. Missouri 63105
Please no C 6 o orders
vhipment
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Tracksters travel to New Hampshire for season's debut
The UMO outdoor track team swings
into action tomorrow in their first Yankee
Conference meet of the season as they
travel to New Hampshire.
Maine's first meet of the season against
Colby was postponed and has been
rescheduled for Wednesday. April 24. at
Colby.

The UMO outdoor club should be
favored to repeat its Maine State Series
title and with some breaks could improve
on its fifth place finish in the Yankee
Conference last season. The Black Bears
will have considerable depth in many
events. particularly in the javelin. high

Golfers open tomorrow at St. Anselms
[he UMO Golf team opens its 1974
season tomorrow against St. Anselms.
Babson. and Assumption at St. Anselms.
A nucleus of four returning letterman
plus the emergence of one of the top young
golfers give the Bears an optomistic
outlook on the season. Among the top
returnees for Maine are co-captains Mark
Plummer and Jim Karalekas. They are
joined by Bill Butterfield and Jim Driscoll.
The addition, two other squad member%
who saw action last year also return. They
are Peter Baldacci and John Kimball. The
lone newcomer to the team is sophomore
Pete Marion. a promising young golfer.
This combination makes Maine the team
to beat in the Maine State Series and a
definite challenger for the Yankee
Conference crown and the New England
title. Last year Maine finished third in the

Yankee Conference and seventh in the New
Englands. The Bears won the MIAA title
for the fifth straight year and have won it
20 times since 1947.
Plummer heads the list of UMO golfers.
He is the defending Maine Amateur
champion. the MIAA champion and was a
national qualifier in the ECAC fall
matches. He was also the 1970 New
England Junior Champion.
Karatekas is a former Springfield.
Mass., junior champion and the runnerup
in the Schick Tournament at Pleasant
Valley in 1966. Butterfield was the
runnerup in the 1972 Schoolboy Amateur
and Driscoll. a veteran, was the runnerup
in the Bath Club Championshir in 1972.
Golf coach Tom "Skip" Chappelle is
starting his fifth year at the helm of the
Bears and his record is 54-9-1.

Bears trounce Bowdoin 11-0
The UMO Black Bears improyed their
season's record to 5-1 yesterday with a
convincing 11-0 win over Bowdoin.
The Bears unleashed a powerful hitting
attack as they pounded out 18 hits. First
baseman Kevin Goodhue collected 3 hits.
including 2 triples. Gary Smith. Gene
Tolotcko. Jack Leggett and Tom Eldredge

each had 2 hits.
The winning pitcher was Steve Conley.
His record is now 1-0. Conley had help
from Jim Lynch who relieved him in the
seventh and Chris McMillian relieved
Lynch in the ninth.
Today. the Bears host Rhode Island in the
first game of a weekend series. The second
game will be tomorrow at 1 p.m.

jump. pole vault, and dashes. The Bears
also have some class competitors in the
120-yard high hurdles. 440 mile, two mile
and long jump.
The club will be thin:however. in such
events as the MO. intermediate hurdles
and discuss.
Two losses from the indoor season bound
to hurt the Bears are two miler Carl
Warner who set a new indoor two mile
mark of Se:19.9: and long jumper John
Wiebe, winner of the MIAA long jump and
named to the All-New England track team.
Warner will be unable to compete because
of a heel injury and Wiebe will be playing
lacrosse.
Part of the slack will be picked up by. the
return to competition of captain Bill
Hamlin. After missing the indoor season.
Hamlin returns to provide strength in the
long jump. shot put and discuss. Hamlin
set a new field house record in the shot at
Maine Maritime Academy this past indoor
season.
Some of the class competitors
performing during the outdoor season
include Jim White and Leo Collettee in the
high hurdles. Blaine Horne in the dashes.
Bob Van Peursern in the 440. Doug
Keeling, who set an indoor mark of 4:13.6,
in the mile. Gerry Laflamme in the mile or
two mile. Curt Turner, a former New
England champion. in the javelin and Steve
Leathe and Eric Lamm' in the high jump.
The Bears should get good performances
in the hammer from Randy Beaulieu and
freshman Bill Hoyt. while a trio of pole
vaulters. Harold Jordon. Dave Mason and
Larry Morris. should provide extra points
in dual meets.
In short, the Bears look solid in dual
meet competition and the MIAA
championship but will need some
unexpected help to move in on the top
three in the Yankee Conference meet
which will he held this s ring at Orono.

Gerry Laflamme should be a
solid performer in the mile and
two mile during the upcoming
outdoor track season.

tWe would like you to come to McDonald's!
For your convenience...
we have a courtesy bus that will pick you

1

up on campus and take you to and from
McDonald's in Old Town
Monday thru Friday
10:30 AM to 2:00 PM
and
4:30 to 8:00 PM
Saturday and Sunday:
11:00 AM to 9:00 PM
For additional information, feel free to call us

I

827-3363
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Streak over to The Campus to get your copy of The
Campus' nude hoofer who appeared on our cover as
he barely made his way down the mall.
UMO streakers received national coverage even
though they didn't cover themselves. Don't you
think this one deserves to cover a spot on your wall?
Only S1.00 each!!!
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